SYNOPSIS

DIRECT LINKS WITH TIME
TO SHINE:

The HYAH had a CPD budget of £10,000 for the period 2014-2016.
The initial concept behind the allocation was to enhance the skills
of the HYAH consortium in relation to their arts and youth work
practice. In 2016, the fund was opened to external individuals
(young people 16+, students and practitioners) as a mechanism
for strengthening the quality of youth arts delivery across the
region and across art forms.
The GoSeeShare scheme was created to increase exposure to, and
experience of, arts activity. Open to individuals, schools, youth
groups and organisations, GoSeeShare looked to tackle the
geographical challenges of the region through supporting ticket
and travel costs to attend performances, shows, workshops and
exhibitions that would otherwise be inaccessible.

Theme PROGRESSION –
Nurturing creativity and
talent
Principle No 4 –
Be proactive in the use of
digital technology
Principle No 6 –
Tackle inequalities
Principle No 7 – Continually
strive for quality
improvement

Case Study:
Continued Professional
Development & GoSeeShare Scheme
AIMS
1. To enable young people and practitioners to
access skills development and arts experience
opportunities regardless of financial or
geographical circumstance
2. To inspire young people and practitioners to
share their creative experiences with others
3. To support employability and innovation
through providing support and advice in relation to
available opportunities
Charleston Academy GoSeeShare trip to
The Turner Prize in Glasgow.
Watch their video response here:
https://vimeo.com/144489831

4. To increase the number of young people
exposed to both local and national creative, multiarts activity

FORMAT

54 people attended four training courses offered by the HYAH. These included: Bronze and
Silver Arts Award training; a full day course delivered in Inverness by Arts & Business Scotland
giving “An Introduction to Being a Board Member”; training in FinalCut Pro editing software; and
a Professional Development Award in Youth Work delivered by our HYAH consortium partner,
Youth Highland.

Individuals could apply to the HYAH for up to £200 towards CPD of their choice in any art form
or skills to enhance their practice; 16 applications were supported and included Conducting at
the Royal Conservatoire, private dance lessons and screen printing courses at the Highland Print
Studio.

48 GoSeeShare trips were supported including visits to Kelvingrove Art Gallery and Museum,
Eden Court, National Theatre LIVE screenings and Edinburgh International Book Festival.

Case Study:
Case Study:
Continued Professional
CPD & GoSeeShare
Development & GoSeeShare Scheme
Development Scheme Statistics
Please note that the statistics tabled below also include the
figures from our ‘Creative in Your Community’ scheme. This was
a large scale project so we have given more information on this
in a separate case study.

